Registration

The first step in the process for the user to sign-up and register to the event that they were invited to participate in.

The individual can either login with:

- Google
- Apple
- Facebook
- Email
Health Screening Form

Once the user is registered, they then need to fill out the health screening form as one of the steps of the sign-up process.

Questions may vary depending on what the organizer wants answered, make sure to answer all questions accurately and honestly.
Credential Upload

Once the user has filled out the health screening questions accurately, they will then be required to upload digital proof of full vaccination, negative test results or both.

Health credentials must be accurate, legible and meet the guidelines required for that organizer, state, or region.
Pending Approval

Once the user has completed the health screening form and uploaded the necessary proof, they will receive an email from CrowdPass, pending approval.

This means The CrowdPass verification team is reviewing other submissions and will screen the users submission in a timely manner.
Approved or Rejected

Once the CrowdPass verification reviews your submission, you will either be approved or rejected.

Approved- You’re good to go! The CrowdPass QR code will get you through the door.

Rejected- Your submission didn’t meet the requirements and you will have to go through the submission process again.